
H2H3 RUN #420 – 14th September 2019 

LOCATION:  Lakeside Near Hua Hin Hospital 5 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/bS46LdSefnE2 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.5327099, E 99.9169121 

Hares:  Bush Whacker & Tinks  

Hash Snacks:  Hoover 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Ice Man:  Tinks 

Hash Scribe: Tinks 

NUMBER OF HASHERS: 23 

Pre-Hash 

With rain clouds gathering during the day the heavens opened and down came the rain around 

2:30 pm in the hash run area.  As a result, the attendance was expected to be low however 23 

hashers were in attendance by the 4:30 start.  Big Macker Nacker kept his money in his pocket 

until 10 minutes before the off as the weather looked like changing for the better.  

The BRIEF 

Bush Whacker, lead Hare, briefed the assembled on what was in store.  One trail with a Rambo 

loop, no cattle, no barbed wire, paper on the right and a few checks.  With the rain now gone 

the pack set off on trail. 

The TRAIL – Walkers 

The trail followed the lake side for a short while before breaking right into the bush.  The 

trail wandered around before coming out to the first check.  FRB opted to go right and after 



some consider distance picked up the wrong trail.  Cock in a Frock and Cums Short Time went 

left and after some prompting eventually found the trail.  Mumblings from the pack that the 

check was too long.  The trail skirted the lake to the next check which then led the pack back 

into the bush and back out on the side of the lake for the third time and to check 3.  Here the 

trail followed a water course back into the bush and to mega check 4 situated in a large open 

area.  Again, the on on paper trail was too far but with paper found it was back through the 

bush to arrive in the pylon path and then over towards the hills and the Rambo/Walk split.  The 

walkers went right and not to long after came to the Rambo merge point.  From here the trail 

followed a well-defined trail until turning left into the bush again before emerging back on a 

clear path leading to check 5.  The trail continued straight and then turned to the right heading 

back towards home and passing through checks 6 and 7 and then left through bush land onto a 

wide track and the up onto an elevated plateau before descending to the beer truck. 

The Rambo Loop 

From the split the trail started out with a gentle incline through the trees and gradually got 

stepper and steeper passing a Hobbit residence and finishing at a rock wall.  The trail skirted 

along the base of the rock wall and then headed down hill to the merge point. The distance 

around 800 metres but taking around 25 minutes. 

Pre-Circle  

The consumption of beverages and munching of snacks intermingled with comments on the trail, 

such as, lack of paper, long checks, under now dry skies resulted in a prolonged pre-circle 

session.  With calls for the circle to start and threats of leaving the GM got the circle under 

way. 

The CIRCLE - Down Downs by GM 

Potential GM Loose Screw 

Hares – Bush Whacker & Tinks = thumbs Up  

Bush Whacker – not going on the Rambo Trail Piggy Problem 

Cum Closer – Still wearing condom although it had not rained since the run start. 

Leavers: Rubber Duck, Big Macker Knacker, Donga, Head Ballcock. 

Sloppy Camel – No Teapotting this week. 

Returners: - Slime, Cathusalem, Bush Whacker, Hoover. 

Birthday Hashers:  Head Ballbanger, Hong Ting Tong 

Hash Snacks:  Hoover 

Private Circle: Rubber Duck & Cock in a Frock  

Cock in a Frock complements Bush Whacker on an excellent Rambo Trail 

Tinks on behalf of Ahmedashed – Details will be on the Cha-Am website and is of the 

Springfield Road. 

The ON-After 

A small group of around 10 made their way to the Kaenaeng Restaurant located near new traffic 

lights on Soi 88 (Route #2043). 

On On  

Tinkss 


